The right software can change everything
Atomic Object helps companies innovate and grow with custom software that’s beautiful, reliable, and easy to use. We’ll work with you to mitigate risk, make smart trade-offs, and get the maximum value for your budget.
HOW WE BUILD IT

Atomic’s designers and developers are generalists—mastering many languages, platforms, and practices. This breadth make us a good fit for projects that cross multiple platforms. Imagining a wearable devise that talks to a mobile app and stores data in the cloud? We can do that—all in house.

A few languages & tools we’re using:

- IOS
- Android
- React Native
- Node.js
- React
- Swift
- Objective-C
- Ruby
- Microsoft WPF
- C & C# & C++
- AWS
- Azure
**OUR APPROACH**

Software projects are full of surprises, technical puzzles, and bursts of inspiration. Rather than planning every detail upfront, Atomic sketches out a broad plan and then gets creating. We make a small piece, test it, discuss it, refine our plan, and then do the whole thing over again. This gives us the power to incorporate new ideas, adapt to change, and launch the best product possible.

**FIRST STEPS**

Curious if Atomic Object is the right firm for your project? So are we. That’s why we offer a free pre-project consulting meeting. Our team, comprised of developers and designers, will dive deep into your goals and what you want your end product to look like. We’ll also talk about what the engagement might look like—What services do you need? Do you have an internal team we’d be working with?
**ATOMIC TEAM**
We have about 68 Atoms—designers, developers, testers, and delivery leads—spread between our three offices.

55% of Atomic makers have 5 or more years experience

25% of Atomic makers have 15 or more years experience

57% of Atoms are employee owners

---

**CLIENTS**
We work with a wide range of clients—from startups to Fortune 500 companies across many different industries.

175+ clients

250+ applications created

A few of our clients:
HISTORY + GROWTH
Atomic Object was founded in 2001 on the belief that not all software is created equal. Many people can write code, but it takes a close-knit team of passionate people to create exceptional, innovative software products that change the way people do business. Since that time, we’ve enjoyed stable, organic growth and a healthy backlog of projects. Carl Erickson, our Founder, envisioned Atomic as a 100-year-old software consultancy. We think we’re off to a pretty good start.
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